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CHAPTER

The barricades go up in Paris in May 1968.
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1965 and 1985, and how important was the role
of détente in those events?

Society and Culture in the Western World
were the major social and cultural developQ What
ments in the Western world between 1965 and
1985?
CRITICAL THINKING
What are the similarities and differences
between the feminist movement of the nineteenth century and the post–World War II
feminist movement?

Q
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Protest and
Stagnation: The
Western World,
1965–1985

BETWEEN 1945 AND 1965, Europe not only overcame the devastating effects of World War II but actually experienced an economic recovery that seemed
nothing less than miraculous to many people. Economic
growth and virtually full employment continued so long
that the first post–World War II recession in 1973 came
as a shock to Western Europe.
In 1968, Europe had experienced a different kind
of shock. May 1968 is now remembered as a historic
month because of events in Paris, where a student revolt
occurred. It erupted at the University of Nanterre outside Paris but soon spread to the Sorbonne, the main
campus of the University of Paris, where about five
hundred students gathered for demonstrations and
demanded a greater voice in the administration of the
university. The authorities decided to react with force
and arrested a number of the demonstrators, although
as one police officer said, ‘‘To tell the truth, we were not
enthusiastic about it if we could avoid it, knowing too
well, from experience, that our interventions created
more problems than they solved.’’ Indeed, students
fought back, prying up paving stones from the streets to
use as weapons. On May 3, eighty policemen and about
three hundred students were hurt; almost six hundred
were arrested. Demonstrations then spread to other universities, which served to embolden the students in
Paris. On the night of May 10, barricades, formed by
overturning cars, went up in the streets of Paris. When
police moved in to tear down the barricades, violence
ensued. One eyewitness recounted: ‘‘A young girl came
rushing out into the street practically naked and was
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manhandled from one cop to another; then beaten like
the other wounded students.’’ Students expanded the
scale of their protests by inviting workers to support
them. Half of France’s workforce went on strike in May
1968. After de Gaulle’s government instituted a hefty
wage hike, the workers returned to work, and the police
repressed the remaining student protesters.
The year 1968 saw widespread student protests
around the world, and for a brief moment, students and
radicals everywhere believed the time had come for a
complete renovation of society and government. But the
moment passed, and the Western world was left with
the new order created in the twenty years after World
War II. In Eastern Europe, the crushing of Czechoslovakia in 1968 by Soviet troops left Eastern Europeans with
little choice but to remain as Soviet satellites. In Western Europe, democracies continued to evolve. But everywhere, resignation and stagnation seemed to prevail as
the new order established in the Western world during
the twenty years after World War II appeared to have
become permanent: a prosperous, capitalistic West and
an impoverished Communist East.

A Culture of Protest

Q

F OCUS Q UESTIONS : What were the goals of the
revolt in sexual mores, the youth protests and
student revolts, the feminist movement, and the
antiwar protests? To what extent were their goals
achieved?

In the late 1960s, the Western world was rocked by a
variety of protest movements relating to sexual mores,
education, and women’s rights as well as a strong antiwar
movement against the Second Vietnam War (see ‘‘The
Second Vietnam War’’ later in this chapter). Although
many of the dreams of the protesters were not immediately realized, the forces they set in motion helped to
transform Western society.

A Revolt in Sexual Mores
The permissive society was a label used by critics to
describe the new society of postwar Europe. World War I
had opened the first significant crack in the rigid code of
manners and morals of the nineteenth century. The 1920s
had witnessed experimentation with drugs, the appearance of pornography, and a new sexual freedom (police in
Berlin, for example, issued cards that permitted female
and male homosexual prostitutes to practice their trade).
But these indications of a new attitude appeared mostly in
major cities and touched only small numbers of people.
After World War II, changes in manners and morals were
far more extensive and far more noticeable.
Sweden took the lead in the propagation of the socalled sexual revolution of the 1960s. Sex education in the
schools and the decriminalization of homosexuality were

but two aspects of Sweden’s liberal legislation. The rest of
Europe and the United States soon followed Sweden’s
example. A gay rights movement emerged in California in
1969 and had spread to France, Italy, and Britain by 1970.
The introduction of the birth control pill, which became
widely available by the mid-1960s, gave people more
freedom in sexual behavior. Meanwhile, sexually explicit
movies, plays, and books broke new ground in the treatment of once-hidden subjects. Cities like Amsterdam,
which allowed open prostitution and the public sale of
pornography, attracted thousands of curious tourists.
The new standards were evident in the breakdown of
the traditional family. Divorce rates increased dramatically, especially in the 1960s, and premarital and extramarital sexual experiences also rose substantially. A
survey in the Netherlands in 1968 revealed that 78 percent of men and 86 percent of women had engaged in
extramarital sex. The appearance of Playboy magazine in
the 1950s had also already added a new dimension to the
sexual revolution for adult males. Along with photographs
of nude women, Playboy offered well-written articles on
various aspects of masculinity. Playboy’s message was
clear: men were encouraged to seek sexual gratification
outside marriage.

Youth Protest and Student Revolt
The decade of the 1960s also saw the emergence of a drug
culture, especially among young people. For most college
and university students, marijuana was the recreational
drug of choice. For young people more interested in mind
expansion into higher levels of consciousness, Timothy
Leary, who had done psychedelic research at Harvard on
the effects of LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide), became the
high priest of hallucinogenic experiences.
New attitudes toward sex and the use of drugs were
only two manifestations of a growing youth movement in
the 1960s that questioned authority and fostered rebellion against the older generation (see Images of Everyday
Life on p. 922). Spurred on by the Second Vietnam War
and a growing political consciousness, the youth rebellion
became a youth protest movement by the second half of
the 1960s (see the box on p. 923).
Before World War II, higher education had largely remained the preserve of Europe’s wealthier classes. After
the war, European states began to foster greater equality
of opportunity in higher education by reducing or eliminating fees, and universities experienced an influx of
students from the middle and lower classes. Enrollments
grew dramatically; in France, 4.5 percent of young people
attended a university in 1950. By 1965, the figure had
increased to 14.5 percent.
But there were problems. Classrooms with too many
students, professors who paid little attention to their
students, and administrators who acted in an authoritarian fashion led to student resentment. In addition,
despite changes in the curriculum, students often felt that
the universities were not providing an education relevant
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IMAGES OF EVERYDAY LIFE

Youth Culture in the 1960s
combined music, drugs, and sex. Flamboyant dress, face
painting, free-form dancing, and drugs were vital ingredients in creating an atmosphere dedicated to ‘‘love and
peace.’’ A popular slogan was ‘‘Make Love, Not War.’’
Shown here are dozens of hippies dancing around a decorated bus at a ‘‘love-in’’ during the Summer of Love,
1967. Many young people were excited about creating a
new culture based on love and community. In the photograph at the bottom right, a member of the Diggers, a
communal group in San Francisco, is shown feeding a
flower child.
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Protest was an integral part of the growing youth movement in the 1960s. Young people questioned authority
and fostered rebellion in an attempt to change the social
thinking of an older generation. The photograph at the
bottom left shows a group of young protesters facing
the bayonets of the National Guardsmen who had been
called in by Governor Ronald Reagan to restore order on
the Berkeley campus of the University of California during an antiwar rally. The ‘‘love-in’’ at the top left shows
another facet of the youth movement. In the 1960s, a
number of outdoor public festivals for young people
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‘‘The Times They Are A-Changin’’’: The Music of Youthful Protest
In the 1960s, the lyrics of rock and folk music reflected
the rebellious mood of many young people. Bob Dylan
(b. 1941) expressed the feelings of the younger generation. His song ‘‘The Times They Are A-Changin’,’’ released
in 1964, has been called an ‘‘anthem for the protest
movement.’’

For he that gets hurt
Will be he who has stalled
There’s a battle outside
And it is ragin’
It’ll soon shake your windows
And rattle your walls
For the times they are a-changin’

Bob Dylan, ‘‘The Times They Are A-Changin’’’

Come mothers and fathers
Throughout the land
And don’t criticize
What you can’t understand
Your sons and your daughters
Are beyond your command
Your old road
Is rapidly agin’
Please get out of the new one
If you can’t lend your hand
For the times they are a-changin’

Come gather round people
Wherever you roam
And admit that the waters
Around you have grown
And accept it that soon
You’ll be drenched to the bone
If your time to you
Is worth savin’
Then you better start swimmin’
Or you’ll sink like a stone
For the times they are a-changin’
Come writers and critics
Who prophesize with your pen
And keep your eyes wide
The chance won’t come again
And don’t speak too soon
For the wheel’s still in spin
And there’s no tellin’ who
That it’s namin’
For the loser now
Will be later to win
For the times they are a-changin’
Come senators, congressmen
please heed the call
Don’t stand in the doorway
Don’t block up the hall

to the realities of the modern age. This discontent led to
an outburst of student revolts in the late 1960s (see the
box on p. 924). In part, these protests were an extension
of the spontaneous disruptions in American universities
in the mid-1960s, which were often sparked by student
opposition to the Second Vietnam War. Perhaps the most
famous student revolt occurred in France in 1968, as we
saw in the introduction to this chapter.
The French revolt spurred student protests elsewhere in
Europe, although none of them succeeded in becoming
mass movements. In West Berlin, university students led a
protest against Axel Springer, leader of Germany’s largest
newspaper establishment. Many German students were
motivated by a desire to destroy what they considered to be

The line it is drawn
The curse it is cast
The slow one now
Will later be fast
As the present now
Will later be past
The order is
Rapidly fadin’
And the first one now
Will later be last
For the times they are a-changin’

Q

What caused the student campus revolts of the
1960s? What and whom does Dylan identify
in this song as the problem?

the corrupt old order and were especially influenced by the
ideas of the German American social philosopher Herbert
Marcuse (mar-KOO-zuh) (1898–1979). In One-Dimensional
Man, published in 1964, Marcuse argued that capitalism
had undermined the dissatisfaction of the oppressed
masses by encouraging the consumption of material
things. He proposed that a small cadre of unindoctrinated
students could liberate the masses from the control of the
capitalist ruling class. But the German students’ attempt at
revolutionary violence backfired as angry Berliners supported police repression of the students.
The student protest movement reached its high point
in 1968, although scattered incidents lasted into the
early 1970s. There were several reasons for the student
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1968: The Year of Student Revolts
The outburst of student upheavals in the late 1960s
reached its high point in 1968. These two very different
selections illustrate some of the issues that prompted
university students to occupy campus buildings and
demand reforms.

A Student Manifesto in Search of a Real and
Human Educational Alternative, University
of British Columbia, June 1968
Today we as students are witnessing a deepening crisis
within our society. We are intensely aware, in a way perhaps not possible for the older generation, that humanity stands on the edge of a new era. Because we are
young, we have insights into the present and visions of
the future that our parents do not have. Tasks of an immense gravity wait solution in our generation. We have
inherited these tasks from our parents. We do not
blame them so much for that . . . but we do blame them
for being unwilling to admit that there are problems or
for saying that it is we who have visited these problems
on ourselves because of our perversity, ungratefulness
and unwillingness to listen to ‘‘reason.’’
Much of the burden of solving the problems of the new
era rests on the university. We have been taught to look to
it for leadership. While we know that part of the reason
for the university is to render direct services to the community, we are alarmed at its servility to industry and government as to what and how it teaches. We are scandalized
that the university fails to realize its role in renewing and
vivifying those intellectual and moral energies necessary to
create a new society—one in which a sense of personal dignity and human community can be preserved.

radicalism. Some students were genuinely motivated by
the desire to reform the university. Others were protesting the Second Vietnam War, which they viewed as a
product of Western imperialism. They also attacked
other aspects of Western society, such as its materialism,
and expressed concern about becoming cogs in the large
and impersonal bureaucratic jungles of the modern
world. For many students, the calls for democratic decision making within the universities were a reflection of
their deeper concerns about the direction of Western
society. Although the student revolts fizzled out in the
1970s, the larger issues they raised were increasingly
revived in the 1990s.

The Feminist Movement
By the late 1960s, women began to assert their rights and
speak as feminists. Along with the student upheavals of
924

Student Inscriptions on the Walls of Paris,
May and June 1968
The dream is the reality.
May 1968. World revolution is the order of the day.
I decree a state of permanent happiness.
To be free in 1968 is to take part.
Take the trip every day of your life.
Make love, not war.
No exams.
The mind travels farther than the heart but it doesn’t
go as far.
Run, comrade, the old are behind you!
Don’t make a revolution in the image of your
confused and hide-bound university.
Exam ¼ servility, social promotion, hierarchic society.
Love each other.
SEX. It’s good, said Mao, but not too often.
Alcohol kills. Take LSD.
Are you consumers or participants?
Professors, you are as old as your culture; your
modernism is only the modernization of the
police.
Live in the present.
Revolution, I love you.
Long live direct democracy!

Q

Based on these selections, what do you believe
were the key problems or causes that motivated
the student protesters of this era? Did the student
revolts resolve any of the issues raised, or are their
complaints still relevant today?

the late 1960s came renewed interest in feminism, or the
women’s liberation movement, as it was now called.
Increasingly, women protested that the acquisition of
political and legal equality had not brought true equality
with men:
We are economically oppressed: in jobs we do full work for
half pay, in the home we do unpaid work full time. We are
commercially exploited by advertisement, television, and the
press; legally, we often have only the status of children. We
are brought up to feel inadequate, educated to narrower
horizons than men. This is our specific oppression as women.
It is as women that we are, therefore, organizing.1

These were the words of a British Women’s Liberation
Workshop in 1969.
An important contributor to the growth of the women’s
movement in the 1960s was Betty Friedan (free-DAN)
(1921–2006). A journalist and the mother of three children,
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AP Images

Antiwar Protests

Women’s Liberation Movement. In the late 1960s, as women
began once again to assert their rights, a revived women’s
liberation movement emerged. Feminists in the movement
maintained that women themselves must alter the conditions of
their lives. During this women’s liberation rally, some women
climbed the statue of Admiral Farragut in Washington, D.C., to
exhibit their signs.

Friedan grew increasingly uneasy with her attempt to
fulfill the traditional role of the ‘‘ideal housewife and
mother.’’ In 1963, she published The Feminine Mystique,
in which she analyzed the problems of middle-class
American women in the 1950s and argued that women
were being denied equality with men. She wrote, ‘‘The
problem that has no name—which is simply the fact that
American women are kept from growing to their full
human capacities—is taking a far greater toll on the
physical and mental health of our country than any
known disease.’’2
The Feminine Mystique became a best seller and propelled
Friedan into a newfound celebrity. In 1966, she founded
the National Organization for Women
(NOW), whose stated goal was to take
‘‘action to bring women into full particiNational
pation in the mainstream of American
Organization
for Women,
society now, exercising all the privileges
Statement of
and responsibilities thereof in truly equal
Purpose (1966)
partnership with men.’’ Friedan’s voice was
also prominent in calling for the addition
to the U.S. Constitution of an amendment guaranteeing
equal rights for women.

One of the major issues that mobilized youthful European
protesters was the U.S. war in Vietnam, which they
viewed as an act of aggression and imperialism. In 1968,
demonstrations broke out in universities in Italy, France,
and Britain. In London, 30,000 demonstrators took to the
streets protesting America’s war in Vietnam. But student
protests in Europe also backfired in that they provoked a
reaction from people who favored order over the lawlessness of privileged young people. As Pier Paolo Pasolini, an Italian poet and intellectual, wrote: ‘‘Now all the
journalists of the world are licking your arses . . . but not
me, my dears. You have the faces of spoiled brats, and I
hate you, like I hate your fathers. . . . When yesterday at
Valle Giulia [in Rome] you beat up the police, I sympathized with the police because they are the sons of the
poor.’’3
Antiwar protests also divided the American people after
President Lyndon Johnson sent American troops to war in
Vietnam. As the war dragged on and a military draft
continued, protests escalated. Teach-ins, sit-ins, and the
occupation of buildings at universities alternated with
more radical demonstrations that led to violence. The
killing of four student protesters at Kent State University
in 1970 by the Ohio National Guard caused a reaction,
and the antiwar movement began to decline. By that time,
however, antiwar demonstrations had worn down the
willingness of many Americans to continue the war. The
combination of antiwar demonstrations and ghetto riots
in the cities also heightened the appeal of a call for ‘‘law
and order,’’ used by Richard Nixon, the Republican presidential candidate in 1968.

A Divided Western World
F
Q
: What were the major political
Q developments
in the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe,
OCUS

UESTION

Western Europe, and the United States between
1965 and 1985?
Between 1945 and 1965, economic recovery had brought
renewed growth to Europe. Nevertheless, the political divisions between Western and Eastern Europe remained; so
did disparities in prosperity.

Stagnation in the Soviet Union
Between 1964 and 1982, significant change in the Soviet
Union seemed highly unlikely. The man in charge, Leonid
Brezhnev (1906–1982), lived by the slogan ‘‘No experimentation.’’ Brezhnev had entered the ranks of the Party
leadership under Stalin and, after the overthrow of
Khrushchev in 1964, had become head of both the
Communist Party and the state. He was optimistic, yet
reluctant to reform. Overall, the Brezhnev years were
relatively calm, although the Brezhnev Doctrine—the
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right of the Soviet Union to intervene if socialism was
threatened in another socialist state—became an article
of faith and led to the use of Soviet troops in Czechoslovakia in 1968.
Brezhnev benefited from the more
relaxed atmosphere associated with détente (day-TAHNT)
(see ‘‘The Cold War: The Move to Détente’’ later in this
chapter). The Soviets had reached a rough parity with the
United States in nuclear arms and enjoyed a sense of external
security that seemed to allow for a relaxation of authoritarian rule. The regime permitted more access to Western styles
of music, dress, and art, although dissenters were still punished. Andrei Sakharov (ahn-DRAY SAH-kuh-rawf ) (1921–
1989), for example, who had played an important role in the
development of the Soviet hydrogen bomb, was placed under
house arrest for his defense of human rights.
In his economic policies, Brezhnev continued to emphasize heavy industry. Overall industrial growth declined,
although the Soviet production of iron, steel, coal, and
cement surpassed that of the United States. Two problems
bedeviled the Soviet economy. The government’s insistence on vigorous central planning led to a huge, complex
bureaucracy that discouraged efficiency and reduced productivity. Moreover, the Soviet system, based on guaranteed employment and a lack of incentives, bred apathy,
complacency, absenteeism, and drunkenness. Agricultural
problems added to Soviet economic woes. Bad harvests in
the mid-1970s, caused by a series of droughts, heavy rains,
and early frosts, forced the Soviet government to buy grain
from the West, particularly the United States. To their
chagrin, the Soviets were increasingly dependent on capitalist countries.
By the 1970s, the Soviet Union had developed a ruling
system that depended on patronage as a major avenue of
advancement. Those who aspired to rise in the Communist Party and the state bureaucracy needed the support of
successful Party leaders. At the same time, Party and state
leaders—as well as leaders of the army and the secret
police (KGB)—were granted awards and material privileges. Brezhnev was unwilling to tamper with the Party
leadership and state bureaucracy despite the inefficiency
and corruption that the system encouraged.
By 1980, the Soviet Union was ailing. A declining
economy, a rise in infant mortality rates, a dramatic surge
in alcoholism, and a deterioration in working conditions
all gave impetus to a decline in morale and a growing
perception that the system was foundering. Within the
Party, a small group of reformers emerged who understood the real condition of the Soviet Union. One member
of this group was Yuri Andropov (YOOR-ee ahn-DRAHPawf ) (1914–1985), head of the KGB and successor to
Brezhnev after the latter’s death in November 1982. But
Andropov was already old and in poor health when he
came to power, and he was unable to make any substantive changes. His most significant move may have been his
support for a young reformer, Mikhail Gorbachev (meekHAYL GOR-buh-chof ) (b. 1931), who was climbing the
THE BREZHNEV YEARS
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rungs of the Party ladder. When Party leaders chose
Gorbachev as Party secretary in March 1985, a new era
began (see Chapter 30).

Conformity in Eastern Europe
As we saw in Chapter 28, the attempt of the Poles and
Hungarians to gain their freedom from Soviet domination
had been repressed in 1956. This year of discontent had
consequences, however. Soviet leaders now recognized
that Moscow could maintain control over its satellites in
Eastern Europe only by granting them leeway to adopt
domestic policies appropriate to local conditions. As a
result, Eastern European Communist leaders now adopted
reform programs to make socialism more acceptable to
their subject populations.
In Poland, continued worker unrest led to the rise of
the independent labor movement called Solidarity. Led by
Lech Walesa (LEK vah-WENT-sah) (b. 1943), Solidarity
represented 10 million of Poland’s 35 million people. With
the support of the workers, many intellectuals, and the
Catholic Church, Solidarity was able to win a series of
concessions. The Polish government seemed powerless to
stop the flow of concessions until December 1981, when it
arrested Walesa and other Solidarity leaders, outlawed the
union, and imposed military rule.
The government of Janos Kadar in Hungary enacted the
most far-reaching reforms in Eastern Europe. In the early
1960s, Kadar legalized small private enterprises, such as
retail stores, restaurants, and artisan shops. His economic
reforms were termed ‘‘Communism with a capitalist facelift.’’ Under his leadership, Hungary moved slowly away
from its strict adherence to Soviet dominance and even
established fairly friendly relations with the West.
Czechoslovakia did not share in
the thaw of the mid-1950s and remained under the rule
of Antonin Novotny (AHN-toh-nyeen noh-VAHT-nee)
(1904–1975), who had been placed in power by Stalin
himself. By the late 1960s, however, Novotny had
alienated many members of his own party and was particularly resented by Czechoslovakia’s writers, such as
the playwright Vaclav Havel (VAHT-slahf HAH-vul)
(b. 1936). A writers’ rebellion late in 1967, in fact, led to
Novotny’s resignation. In January 1968, Alexander
Dubček (DOOB-chek) (1921–1992) was elected first
secretary of the Communist Party and soon introduced a
number of reforms, including freedom of speech and the
press, freedom to travel abroad, and a relaxation of secret police activities. Dubček hoped to create ‘‘communism with a human face.’’ A period of euphoria erupted
that came to be known as the ‘‘Prague Spring’’ (see the
box on p. 928).
It proved short-lived. The euphoria had led many to call
for more far-reaching reforms, including neutrality and
withdrawal from the Soviet bloc. To forestall the spreading
of this ‘‘spring’’ fever, the Red Army invaded Czechoslovakia in August 1968 and crushed the reform movement.

THE PRAGUE SPRING
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Gustav Husak (goo-STAHV HOO-sahk) (1913–1991), a
committed nonreformist, replaced Dubček, abolished his
reforms, and reestablished the old order.

Repression in East Germany
and Romania
Elsewhere in Eastern Europe, Stalinist policies continued
to hold sway. In the early 1950s, the ruling Communist
government in East Germany, led by Walter Ulbricht, had
consolidated its position and become a faithful Soviet
satellite. Industry was nationalized and agriculture collectivized. After a workers’ revolt in 1953 was crushed by
Soviet tanks, a steady flight of East Germans to West
Germany ensued, primarily through the divided city of
Berlin. This exodus of mostly skilled laborers created
economic problems and led the East German government
in 1961 to build the infamous Berlin Wall separating West
from East Berlin, as well as equally fearsome barriers
along the entire border with West Germany.
After building the wall, East Germany succeeded in
developing the strongest economy among the Soviet Union’s Eastern European satellites. In 1971, Ulbricht was
succeeded by Erich Honecker (HOH-nek-uh) (1912–1992),
a party hard-liner who made use of the Stasi (SHTAH-see),
the secret police, to rule with an iron fist for the next
eighteen years. By 1989, there was one Stasi officer for
every 165 people in East Germany. Prosperity (by 1980,
East Germany had the tenth-largest economy in the
world) and repression were the two mainstays of East
Germany’s stability.
Repression was also an important part of Romania’s
postwar history. By 1948, with Soviet assistance, the
Communist People’s Democratic Front had assumed complete power in Romania. In 1965, leadership of the
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Communist government passed into the hands of Nicolae
Ceauşescu (nee-koh-LY chow-SHES-koo) (1918–1989), who
with his wife, Elena, established a rigid and dictatorial regime. Ceauşescu ruled Romania with an iron grip, using a
secret police force—the Securitate—as his personal weapon
against dissent.

Western Europe: The Winds of Change
After two decades of incredible economic growth, Europe
experienced severe economic recessions in 1973–1974 and
1979–1983. Both inflation and unemployment rose dramatically. A substantial increase in the price of oil in 1973
was a major cause for the first downturn. But other factors
were present as well. A worldwide recession had led to a
decline in demand for European goods, and in Europe itself, the reconstruction of many European cities after their
devastation in World War II had largely been completed.
The economies of the Western European states recovered
in the course of the 1980s, although problems remained.
WEST GERMANY After the Adenauer era, West German
voters moved politically from the center-right politics of

AP Images/Libor Hajsky/CTK

Soviet Invasion of Czechoslovakia,
1968. The attempt of Alexander
Dubček, the new first secretary of the
Communist Party in Czechoslovakia,
to liberalize Communist rule in that
country failed when Soviet troops
invaded and crushed the reform
movement. This photograph, taken
on August 21, shows young Czechs
standing on an overturned truck and
bravely holding Czechoslovakian flags
while other Prague residents surround
a Soviet tank carrying wary Soviet
troops.
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Czechoslovakia, 1968: Two Faces of Communism
In the summer of 1968, a serious rupture began to
appear in the Soviet-dominated Communist world. Under
the guidance of Alexander Dubček, Czechoslovakia
appeared poised to take a path that deviated from Soviet
Communist ideals. The first selection is taken from a manifesto written by a group of Czech Communist intellectuals
in June 1968. The manifesto became the symbol of the
‘‘Prague Spring.’’ The second selection is taken from a letter written in July to the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia by Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev to justify intervention
in Czechoslovakia. In August military forces of several Soviet bloc nations entered Czechoslovakia and imposed a
new government. The move was justified by the principle
that came to be known as the Brezhnev Doctrine.

Two Thousand Words Manifesto
The first threat to our national life was from the war.
Then came other evil days and events that endangered
the nation’s spiritual well being and character. Most
of the nation welcomed the socialist program with high
hopes. But it fell into the hands of the wrong people. . . .
After enjoying great popular confidence immediately
after the war, the communist party by degrees bartered
this confidence away for office, until it had all the offices
and nothing else. We feel we must say this, it is familiar
to those of us who are communists and who are as disappointed as the rest at the way things turned out. The
leaders’ mistaken policies transformed a political party
and an alliance based on ideas into an organization for
exerting power, one that proved highly attractive to
power-hungry individuals eager to wield authority. . . .
The influx of members such as these affected the character and behavior of the party, whose internal arrangements made it impossible, short of scandalous incidents,
for honest members to gain influence and adapt it continuously to modern conditions. Many communists
fought against this decline, but they did not manage to
prevent what ensued.
We all bear responsibility for the present state of
affairs. But those among us who are communists bear
more than others, and those who acted as components
or instruments of unchecked power bear the greatest responsibility of all. The power they wielded was that of a
self-willed group spreading out through the party apparatus into every district and community. It was this apparatus that decided what might and might not be done. . . .
Since the beginning of this year we have been
experiencing a regenerative process of democratization.

It started inside the communist party, that much we
must admit, even those communists among us who no
longer had hopes that anything good could emerge from
that quarter know this. It must also be added, of course,
that the process could have started nowhere else. For
after twenty years the communists were the only ones
able to conduct some sort of political activity. It was
only the opposition inside the communist party that had
the privilege to voice antagonistic views. The effort and
initiative now displayed by democratically minded communists are only then a partial repayment of the debt
owed by the entire party to the non-communists whom
it had kept down in an unequal position. . . .
In this moment of hope, albeit hope still threatened,
we appeal to you. It took several months before many of
us believed it was safe to speak up; many of us still do
not think it is safe. But speak up we did exposing ourselves to the extent that we have no choice but to complete our plan to humanize the regime. If we did not,
the old forces would exact cruel revenge. We appeal
above all to those who so far have waited on the sidelines. The time now approaching will decide events for
years to come.

A Letter to Czechoslovakia
To the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Czechoslovakia
Warsaw, July 15, 1968
Dear comrades!
On behalf of the Central Committees of the Communist and Workers’ Parties of Bulgaria, Hungary, the German Democratic Republic, Poland, and the Soviet Union,
we address ourselves to you with this letter, prompted
by a feeling of sincere friendship based on the principles
of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism
and by the concern of our common affairs for strengthening the positions of socialism and the security of the
socialist community of nations.
The development of events in your country evokes in
us deep anxiety. It is our firm conviction that the offensive of the reactionary forces, backed by imperialists,
against your Party and the foundations of the social system in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, threatens to
push your country off the road of socialism and that
consequently it jeopardizes the interests of the entire
socialist system. . . .
We neither had nor have any intention of interfering in such affairs as are strictly the internal business
of your Party and your state, nor of violating the
(continued)
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(Opposing Viewpoints continued)

principles of respect, independence, and equality in the
relations among the Communist Parties and socialist
countries. . . .
At the same time we cannot agree to have hostile
forces push your country from the road of socialism and
create a threat of severing Czechoslovakia from the socialist community. . . . This is the common cause of our
countries, which have joined in the Warsaw Treaty to
ensure independence, peace, and security in Europe, and
to set up an insurmountable barrier against aggression
and revenge. . . . We shall never agree to have imperialism, using peaceful or nonpeaceful methods, making a
gap from the inside or from the outside in the socialist
system, and changing in imperialism’s favor the correlation of forces in Europe. . . .

That is why we believe that a decisive rebuff of the
anticommunist forces, and decisive efforts for the preservation of the socialist system in Czechoslovakia are
not only your task but ours as well. . . .
We express the conviction that the Communist Party
of Czechoslovakia, conscious of its responsibility, will
take the necessary steps to block the path of reaction.
In this struggle you can count on the solidarity and allround assistance of the fraternal socialist countries.

the Christian Democrats to center-left politics, and in
1969, the Social Democrats became the leading party. By
forming a ruling coalition with the small Free Democratic
Party (FPD), the Social Democrats remained in power until
1982. The first Social Democratic chancellor was Willy
Brandt (VIL-ee BRAHNT) (1913–1992). Brandt was especially successful with his ‘‘opening toward the east’’—
known as Ostpolitik (OHST-paw-li-teek)—for which he received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1972. On March 19, 1971,
Brandt met with Walter Ulbricht, the leader of East Germany, and worked out the details of a treaty that was
signed in 1972. This agreement did not establish full
diplomatic relations with East Germany but did call for
‘‘good neighborly’’ relations. As a result, it led to
greater cultural, personal, and economic contacts between West and East Germany. Despite
this success, the discovery of an East German
spy among Brandt’s advisers caused his resignation in 1974.
His successor, Helmut Schmidt (HEL-moot
SHMIT) (b. 1918), was more of a technocrat than
a reform-minded socialist and concentrated primarily on the economic problems largely brought
about by high oil prices between 1973 and 1975.
Schmidt was successful in eliminating a deficit of
10 billion marks in three years. In 1982, when
the coalition of Schmidt’s Social Democrats with
the Free Democrats fell apart over the reduction
of social welfare expenditures, the Free Democrats joined with the Christian Democratic Union
of Helmut Kohl (HEL-moot KOHL) (b. 1930) to
form a new government.

(IRA) staged a series of dramatic terrorist acts in response
to the suspension of Northern Ireland’s parliament in
1972 and the establishment of direct rule by London. Nor
was either party able to deal with Britain’s ailing economy.
Failure to modernize made British industry less and less
competitive. Moreover, Britain was hampered by frequent
labor strikes, many of them caused by conflicts between
rival labor unions.
In 1979, after Britain’s economic problems had seemed
to worsen during five years under a Labour government, the
Conservatives returned to power under Margaret Thatcher
(b. 1925). She became the first woman to serve as prime
minister in British history (see the box on p. 930). Thatcher

What Communist ideals are expressed in the
manifesto? How do those ideals differ from those
expressed by Leonid Brezhnev? How do you explain the differences?

c Peter Jordan/ Time Life Pictures/Getty Images

Q

GREAT BRITAIN: THATCHER AND THATCHERISM

Between 1964 and 1979, the Conservative and
Labour Parties alternated in power. Neither
could solve the problem of fighting between
Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland.
Violence increased as the Irish Republican Army

Margaret Thatcher. Great Britain’s first female prime minister, Margaret
Thatcher was a strong leader who dominated British politics in the 1980s.
Thatcher is shown here shaking hands with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
in 1984.
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Margaret Thatcher: Entering a Man’s World
In 1979, Margaret Thatcher became the first woman to
serve as Britain’s prime minister and went on to be its
longest-serving prime minister as well. In this excerpt from
her autobiography, Thatcher describes how she was interviewed by Conservative Party officials when they first considered her as a possible candidate for Parliament as a
representative from Dartford. Thatcher ran for Parliament
for the first time in 1950; she lost but increased the Conservative vote total in the district by 50 percent over the
previous election.

Margaret Thatcher, The Path to Power
And they did [consider her]. I was invited to have lunch
with John Miller and his wife, Phee, and the Dartford
Woman’s Chairman, Mrs. Fletcher, on the Saturday on
Llandudno Pier. Presumably, and in spite of any reservations about the suitability of a woman candidate for
their seat, they liked what they saw. I certainly got on
well with them. The Millers were to become close
friends and I quickly developed a healthy respect for the
dignified Mrs. Fletcher. After lunch we walked back
along the pier to the Conference Hall in good time for a
place to hear Winston Churchill give the Party Leader’s
speech. It was the first we had seen of him that week,
because in those days the Leader did not attend the
Conference itself, appearing only at a final rally on
the Saturday. Foreign affairs naturally dominated his
speech—it was the time of the Berlin blockade and the
Western air lift—and his message was somber, telling
us that only American nuclear weapons stood between
Europe and communist tyranny and warning of ‘‘what
seems a remorselessly approaching third world war.’’
I did not hear from Dartford until December, when
I was asked to attend an interview at Palace Chambers,
Bridge Street—then housing Conservative Central
Office—not far from Parliament itself. With a large
number of other hopefuls I turned up on the evening of
Thursday 30 December for my first Selection Committee.

pledged to lower taxes, reduce government bureaucracy,
limit social welfare, restrict union power, and end inflation.
The ‘‘Iron Lady,’’ as she was called, did break the power of
the labor unions. Although she did not eliminate the basic
components of the social welfare system, she did use austerity measures to control inflation. ‘‘Thatcherism,’’ as her
economic policy was termed, improved the British economic
situation, but at a price. The south of England, for example,
prospered, but the old industrial areas of the Midlands and
north declined and were beset by high unemployment,
poverty, and sporadic violence. Cutbacks in education seriously undermined the quality of British education, long
regarded as among the world’s finest.
930

Very few outside the political arena know just how
nerve-racking such occasions are. The interviewee who is
not nervous and tense is very likely to perform badly:
for, as any chemist will tell you, the adrenaline needs
to flow if one is to perform at one’s best. I was lucky
in that at Dartford there were some friendly faces around
the table, and it has to be said that on such occasions
there are advantages as well as disadvantages to being a
young woman making her way in the political world.
I found myself short-listed, and was asked to go to
Dartford itself for a further interview. Finally, I was
invited to the Bull Hotel in Dartford on Monday
31 January 1949 to address the Association’s Executive
Committee of about fifty people. As one of five wouldbe candidates, I had to give a fifteen-minute speech
and answer questions for a further ten minutes.
It was the questions which were more likely to cause
me trouble. There was a good deal of suspicion of
woman candidates, particularly in what was regarded as
a tough industrial seat like Dartford. This was quite definitely a man’s world into which not just angels feared to
tread. There was, of course, little hope of winning it for
the Conservatives, though this is never a point that the
prospective candidate even in a Labour seat as safe as
Ebbw Vale would be advised to make. The Labour majority was an all but unscalable 20,000. But perhaps this
unspoken fact turned to my favour. Why not take the
risk of adopting the young Margaret Roberts? There was
not much to lose, and some good publicity for the Party
to gain.
The most reliable sign that a political occasion has
gone well is that you have enjoyed it. I enjoyed that
evening at Dartford, and the outcome justified my confidence. I was selected.

Q

In this account, is Margaret Thatcher’s being a
woman more important to her or to others?
Why would this disparity exist?

In the area of foreign policy, Thatcher, like Ronald
Reagan in the United States, took a hard-line approach
toward communism. She oversaw a large military buildup
aimed at replacing older technology and reestablishing
Britain as a world police officer. In 1982, when Argentina
attempted to take control of the Falkland Islands (one of
Britain’s few remaining colonial outposts; known to Argentines as the Malvinas) 300 miles off its coast, the British
successfully rebuffed the Argentines, although at considerable economic cost and the loss of 255 lives. The Falklands War, however, did generate popular support for
Thatcher, as many in Britain reveled in memories of the
nation’s glorious imperial past. In truth, however, in a
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world dominated by two superpowers—the United States
and the Soviet Union—Britain was no longer a world
power.
The worsening of France’s
economic situation in the 1970s brought a shift to the
left politically. By 1981, the Socialists had become the
dominant party in the National Assembly, and the Socialist leader, François Mitterrand (frahnh-SWAH MEEtayr-rahnh) (1916–1995), was elected president. His first
concern was with France’s economic difficulties. In 1982,
Mitterrand froze prices and wages in the hope of reducing the huge budget deficit and high inflation. He also
passed a number of liberal measures to aid workers: an
increased minimum wage, expanded social benefits, a
mandatory fifth week of paid vacation for salaried
workers, a thirty-nine-hour workweek, and higher taxes
for the rich. Mitterrand’s administrative reforms included both centralization (nationalization of banks and
industry) and decentralization (granting local governments greater powers). The party’s victory had convinced
the Socialists that they could enact some of their more
radical reforms. Consequently, the government nationalized the steel industry, major banks, the space and
electronics industries, and important insurance firms.
The Socialist policies largely failed, however, and within
three years, a decline in support for the Socialists caused
the Mitterrand government to turn portions of the economy back over to private enterprise. Some economic improvement in the late 1980s enabled Mitterrand to win a
second seven-year term in the 1988 presidential elections.
UNCERTAINTIES IN FRANCE

In the 1970s and 1980s, Italy
continued to practice the politics of coalitions that had
characterized much of its history. Italy witnessed the installation of its fiftieth postwar government in 1991, and
its new prime minister, Giulio Andreotti (JOOL-yoh ahndray-AH-tee), had already served six times in that office.
Italian governments continued to consist of coalitions
mostly led by the Christian Democrats.
In the 1980s, even the Communists had been included
briefly in the government. The Italian Communists had
become advocates of Eurocommunism, basically an attempt to broaden communism’s support by dropping
its Marxist ideology. Although its popularity declined in
the 1980s, the Communist Party still garnered 26 percent
of the vote in 1987. The Communists also won a number
of local elections and took charge of municipal governments in several cities, including Rome and Naples, for a
brief time.
In the 1970s, Italy suffered from a severe economic recession. The Italian economy, which depended on imported
oil as its chief source of energy, was especially vulnerable to
the steep increase in oil prices in 1973. Parallel to the
economic problems was a host of political and social
problems: student unrest, mass strikes, and terrorist attacks. In 1978, a former prime minister, Aldo Moro, was
kidnapped and killed by the Red Brigades, a terrorist

CONFUSION IN ITALY

CHRONOLOGY Western Europe, 1965–1985
Willy Brandt becomes chancellor of West Germany
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Helmut Schmidt becomes chancellor of West Germany
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Margaret Thatcher becomes prime minister of Britain
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François Mitterrand becomes president of France

1981

Falklands War

1982

Helmut Kohl becomes chancellor of West Germany

1982

organization. Then, too, there was the all-pervasive and
corrupting influence of the Mafia, which had always been
an important factor in southern Italy but spread to
northern Italy as well in the 1980s. Italy survived the crises
of the 1970s and in the 1980s began to experience remarkable economic growth. But severe problems remained.
THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY After 1970, Western European states continued to pursue the goal of integrating
their economies. Beginning with six states in 1957, the
European Economic Community expanded in 1973 when
Great Britain, Ireland, and Denmark joined what its
members now renamed the European Community (EC).
Greece joined in 1981, followed by Spain and Portugal in
1986. The economic integration of the members of the EC
led to cooperative efforts in international and political
affairs as well. The foreign ministers of the twelve members consulted frequently and provided a common front in
negotiations on important issues.

The United States:
Turmoil and Tranquillity
With the election of Richard Nixon (1913–1994) as
president in 1968, American politics made a shift to the
right. Nixon ended American involvement in Vietnam by
1973 by gradually withdrawing American troops. Politically, he pursued a ‘‘southern strategy,’’ carefully calculating that ‘‘law and order’’ issues and a slowdown in
racial desegregation would appeal to southern whites. The
South, which had once been a Democratic stronghold,
began to form a new allegiance to the Republican Party.
The Republican strategy also gained support among white
Democrats in northern cities, where court-mandated
busing to achieve racial integration had led to a backlash
among whites.
As president, Nixon was paranoid about conspiracies and
began to use illegal methods to gather intelligence on his political opponents. One of the president’s advisers explained
that their intention was to ‘‘use the available federal machinery to screw our political enemies.’’ Nixon’s zeal led to the
Watergate scandal—the attempted bugging of Democratic
National Headquarters, located in the Watergate apartment
and hotel complex in Washington, D.C. Although Nixon
repeatedly lied to the American public about his involvement in the affair, secret tapes of his own conversations
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in the White House revealed the truth. On August 9, 1974,
Nixon resigned the presidency rather than face possible
impeachment and then trial by the U.S. Congress.
After Watergate, American domestic politics focused on economic issues. Vice President
Gerald Ford (1913–2006) became president when Nixon
resigned, only to lose in the 1976 election to the former
governor of Georgia, Jimmy Carter (b. 1924). Both Ford
and Carter faced severe economic problems. The period
from 1973 to the mid-1980s was one of economic stagnation, which came to be known as stagflation—a
combination of high inflation and high unemployment. In
part, the economic downturn stemmed from a dramatic
change in oil prices. Oil was considered a cheap and
abundant source of energy in the 1950s, and Americans
had grown dependent on imported oil from the Middle
East. But an oil embargo and price increases by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) as a
result of the Arab-Israeli War in 1973 quadrupled oil
prices. Additional price hikes increased oil prices twentyfold by the end of the 1970s, encouraging inflationary
tendencies throughout the economy.
By 1980, the Carter administration faced two devastating problems. High inflation and a noticeable decline in
average weekly earnings were causing a drop in American
living standards. At the same time, a crisis abroad had
erupted when fifty-three Americans were taken hostage by
the Iranian government of Ayatollah Khomeini (khohMAY-nee). Carter’s inability to gain the release of the
hostages led to perceptions at home that he was a weak
president. His overwhelming loss to Ronald Reagan
(1911–2004) in the election of 1980 enabled the chief
exponent of right-wing Republican policies to assume the
presidency and initiate a new political order.

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

The Reagan Revolution, as
it has been called, consisted of a number of new policies.
Reversing decades of increased spending on social welfare,
Reagan cut back on the welfare state by reducing spending
on food stamps, school lunch programs, and job programs.
At the same time, his administration fostered the largest
peacetime military buildup in American history. Total
federal spending rose from $631 billion in 1981 to more
than $1 trillion by 1986. But instead of raising taxes to
pay for the new expenditures, which far outweighed the
budget cuts in social areas, Reagan convinced Congress to
rely on ‘‘supply-side economics.’’ Massive tax cuts would
supposedly stimulate rapid economic growth and produce
new revenues. Much of the tax cut went to the wealthy.
Reagan’s policies seemed to work in the short run as the
United States experienced an economic upturn that lasted
until the end of the 1980s. The spending policies of the
Reagan administration, however, also produced record
government deficits, which loomed as an obstacle to longterm growth. In 1980, the total government debt was
around $930 billion. By 1988, the total debt had almost
tripled, reaching $2.6 trillion.

THE REAGAN REVOLUTION
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Canada
In 1963, during a major economic recession, the Liberals
had been returned to power in Canada. The most prominent Liberal government was that of Pierre Trudeau
(PYAYR troo-DOH) (1919–2000), who came to power in
1968. Although French Canadian in background, Trudeau
was dedicated to Canada’s federal union, and in 1968, his
government passed the Official Languages Act that allowed both English and French to be used in the federal
civil service. Although Trudeau’s government vigorously
pushed an industrialization program, high inflation and
Trudeau’s efforts to impose the will of the federal government on the powerful provincial governments alienated voters and weakened his government. Economic
recession in the early 1980s brought Brian Mulroney
(b. 1939), leader of the Progressive Conservative Party, to
power in 1984.

The Cold War: The Move
to Détente
F
Q
: What were the main events in
Q the
Cold War between 1965 and 1985, and how
OCUS

UESTION

important was the role of détente in those events?
The Cuban Missile Crisis led to the lessening of tensions
between the United States and the Soviet Union (see the
Film & History feature on p. 933). But within another year
the United States had been drawn into a new confrontation that had an important impact on the Cold War—the
Second Vietnam War.

The Second Vietnam War
After Vietnamese forces had defeated their French colonial masters in 1954, Vietnam had been divided. A
strongly nationalistic regime in the north under Ho Chi
Minh received Soviet aid, while American sponsors
worked to establish a pro-Western regime in South Vietnam. President John F. Kennedy maintained Eisenhower’s
policy of providing military and financial aid to the regime
of Ngo Dinh Diem (GOH din DYEM) (1901–1963), the
autocratic ruler of South Vietnam. But the Kennedy administration grew increasingly disenchanted with the
Diem regime, which was corrupt and seemed incapable of
gaining support from the people. From the American
point of view, this lack of support simply undermined the
ability of the South Vietnamese government to deal with
the Vietcong, the South Vietnamese Communist guerrillas
backed by the North Vietnamese. In November 1963, the
U.S. government supported a military coup that overthrew
the Diem regime.
The new military government seemed even less able to
govern the country, and by early 1965, the Vietcong, their
ranks now swelled by military units infiltrating from North
Vietnam, were on the verge of seizing control of the entire
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FILM
HISTORY
Dr. Strangelove, Or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying
and Love the Bomb (1964)
Even Dr. Strangelove’s plan to repopulate the planet fails,
as he relies on Nazi ideals and prejudices to select those
who will survive.
Kubrick based the film on Peter George’s 1958 novel
Red Alert, a thriller about accidental nuclear war. Written
at a time when more than 34,000 nuclear weapons
existed, the film pokes fun at military and political leaders and the posturing that resulted from the Cold War
arms race. Although it is a parody, Dr. Strangelove accurately portrayed American paranoia and policies during
the Cold War. Senator Joseph McCarthy and the House
Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) sought out
anyone who might be conspiring against America or
promoting Communist ideals, and the threat of nuclear
attack prompted the creation of numerous bomb shelters
and contingency plans. Schoolchildren were trained to
hide under their desks in the event of a disaster, and a
telephone hotline connected Moscow and Washington,
D.C., to ensure communications between the two
superpowers.
The military showdown in Dr. Strangelove paralleled
actual events, in particular the Cuban Missile Crisis of
1962. In the film, General Turgidson (George C. Scott)
suggests that a preemptive nuclear strike would catch
the Soviets by surprise. ‘‘We would therefore prevail,’’
declares Turgidson, ‘‘and suffer only modest and acceptable civilian casualties from their remaining force which
would be badly damaged and uncoordinated.’’ Turgidson
believed that ‘‘acceptable’’ casualties would number

General Turgidson (George C. Scott) with the president
(Peter Sellers).

Hawk Films Productions/Columbia/ The Kobal Collection

Hawk Films Productions/Columbia/ The Kobal Collection

In 1964, director Stanley Kubrick released Dr. Strangelove,
Or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb,
a black comedy about the Cold War and nuclear weapons. The film begins when a general in the U.S. Air Force,
Jack D. Ripper (Sterling Hayden), orders a nuclear attack
on the Soviet Union because he believes that Communists
are secretly poisoning American drinking water with fluoride. The situation becomes critical when efforts to call off
Ripper’s air strike fail. The Soviet Union, in an attempt to
deter such an attack, has created the ‘‘Doomsday Device,’’
a computerized defense system that will destroy the earth
if triggered. This system is irreversible, so unless Ripper’s
men are stopped, the entire planet will be consumed by
nuclear holocaust.
Numerous communications lapses occur throughout
the film, as it satirizes the leadership protocol each nation
has implemented to oversee its nuclear arsenal. The president of the United States (Peter Sellers) and the Soviet
premier lack the means to fully prevent the pending nuclear war. Meanwhile, the mysterious Dr. Strangelove (also
played by Peter Sellers), a German physicist and adviser
to the president, suggests how accidents and misunderstandings could easily cause the destruction of our planet.

Dr. Strangelove (Peter Sellers).
(continued)
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(Film & History continued)

and the fictional Doomsday Device was intended to produce a similar effect. As Dr. Strangelove explained,
‘‘Deterrence is the art of producing in the mind of the
enemy . . . the fear to attack.’’ Hailed by one film critic
as ‘‘arguably the best political satire of the century,’’
Dr. Strangelove evoked the fear and anxiety of the
Cold War.
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The Vietnam War
powerful role in this
conflict, American policy makers saw it in terms of a
domino theory concerning the spread of communism. If
the Communists succeeded in Vietnam, so the argument
went, all the other countries in Asia freeing themselves
from colonial domination would fall, like dominoes, to
communism.
Despite their massive superiority in equipment and
firepower, U.S. forces failed to prevail over the persistence
of the North Vietnamese and especially the Vietcong.
These guerrilla forces were extremely effective against
American troops. Natives of Vietnam, they were able to
live off the land, disappear among the people, and attack
when least expected. Many South Vietnamese villagers
were so opposed to their own government that they
sheltered and supported the Vietcong.
The growing number of American troops sent to Vietnam soon produced a persistent antiwar movement in the
United States, especially among college students of draft
age. As described earlier, a similar movement also arose in
Europe. Although Europeans had generally acquiesced in
American leadership of the Cold War, some Europeans
recognized the need for Europe to play its own role in
foreign affairs. Under President Charles de Gaulle, France
grew especially critical of U.S. involvement in Vietnam. De
Gaulle believed that the Vietnamese should be allowed to
live in their own unified country and in 1965 called the
United States ‘‘the greatest danger in the world today to
peace.’’ After President Johnson escalated the American

war effort, antiwar protests broke out all over France in
1966 and 1967 and soon spread throughout Europe.
The mounting destruction and increasing brutalization
of the war, brought into American homes every evening
on television, also turned American public opinion against
the war. Finally, in 1973, President Richard Nixon reached
an agreement with North Vietnam that allowed the
United States to withdraw its forces. Within two years,
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‘‘no more than 10 to 20 million killed,’’ an irreverent jab
at President Kennedy’s advisers, who in 1962 recommended attacking Cuba despite the threat of nuclear
missiles. The Doomsday Device of Dr. Strangelove also
mocked the superpowers’ attempts at deterrence. Nikita
Khrushchev claimed that by placing missiles in Cuba, the
Soviets would deter the United States from starting war,

The Second Vietnam War. Between 1965 and 1973, U.S.
troops fought against Vietcong guerrillas and North Vietnamese
regular forces until they were finally withdrawn as a result of the
Paris Agreement reached in January 1973. Shown here are U.S.
troops after a Vietcong attack. The helicopter that is arriving
would soon remove the American wounded from the battlefield.
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Vietnam had been forcibly reunited by Communist armies from the North.
Despite the success of the North Vietnamese
Communists, the domino theory proved unfounded. A noisy rupture between Communist
China and the Soviet Union put an end to the
idea of a monolithic communism directed by
Moscow. Under President Nixon, American relations with China were resumed. New nations
in Southeast Asia also managed to avoid Communist governments. Above all, Vietnam helped
show the limitations of American power. By the
end of the Second Vietnam War, a new era in
American-Soviet relations, known as détente,
had begun to emerge.

The Johnson administration had sent U.S.
combat troops to South Vietnam in 1965 in
an effort to prevent the expansion of communism in Southeast Asia. The primary concern of
the United States, however, was not the Soviet
Union but Communist China. By the mid-1960s,
U.S. officials viewed the Soviet Union as an essentially conservative power, more concerned
with protecting its vast empire than with expanding its borders. Mao Zedong’s attempt to
create a totally classless society had received
much attention, and, despite his failures with
the Great Leap Forward (see Chapter 28), he
now launched China on an even more dramatic
forced march toward communism.
THE GREAT PROLETARIAN CULTURAL REVOLUTION Mao was convinced that only an at-


c Hulton Archive/Getty Images

China and the Cold War

The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution. The Cultural Revolution,
which began in 1966, was a massive effort by Mao Zedong and his radical
supporters to eliminate rival elements within the Chinese Communist Party
and achieve the final stage of communism—a classless society. Shown here
in front of a picture of Chairman Mao Zedong is a group of Chinese children
in uniform holding Mao’s Little Red Book (a collection of Mao’s thoughts
that became a sort of bible for Chinese Communists) during the Cultural
Revolution in 1968.

mosphere of constant revolutionary fervor
could enable the Chinese to overcome the past and
achieve the final stage of communism. Accordingly, in
1966 he unleashed the Red Guards, revolutionary units
composed of unhappy Communist Party members and
discontented young people who were urged to take to the
streets to cleanse Chinese society of impure elements
guilty of taking the capitalist road. Schools, universities,
factories, and even government ministries were all subject to the scrutiny of the Red Guards. This so-called
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (literally, the Chinese name translates as ‘‘great revolution to create a
proletarian culture’’) lasted for ten years, from 1966 to
1976. Red Guards set out across the nation to eliminate
the ‘‘four olds’’—old ideas, old culture, old customs, and
old habits (see the box on p. 936). They destroyed temples, books written by foreigners, and jazz records. They
tore down street signs and replaced them with ones carrying revolutionary names. Destruction of property was
matched by vicious attacks on individuals who had supposedly deviated from Mao’s thought. Those accused were
humiliated at public meetings where they were forced to

admit their ‘‘crimes.’’ Many were brutally beaten, often
to death.
Mao found, however, that it was not easy to maintain a
constant mood of revolutionary enthusiasm. Key groups,
including Party members, urban professionals, and many
military officers, did not share Mao’s desire for ‘‘permanent revolution.’’ People began to turn against the movement, and in September 1976, when Mao died, a group of
practical-minded reformers seized power from the radicals
and adopted a more rational approach to China’s problems.
U . S .- CHINA RELATIONS

For years U.S. policy toward
Communist China was determined by American fears of
Communist expansion in Asia. Already in 1950, the Truman administration had adopted a new national policy
that implied that the United States would take whatever
steps were necessary to stem expansion of communism in
the region, a policy that Truman invoked when he sent
troops to Korea in 1950 (see ‘‘The Korean War’’ in Chapter 28). The Second Vietnam War raised additional concerns about Communist China’s intentions.

The Cold War: The Move to Détente
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The Fury of the Red Guards
In 1966, Mao Zedong unleashed the fury of the Red
Guards on all levels of society, exposing anti-Maoist elements, suspected ‘‘capitalists,’’ and those identified with
the previous ruling class. In this excerpt, Nien Cheng, the
widow of an official of Chiang Kai-shek’s regime, describes
a visit by Red Guards to her home during the height of
the Cultural Revolution.

Nien Cheng, Life and Death in Shanghai
Suddenly the doorbell began to ring incessantly. At the
same time, there was furious pounding of many fists on
my front gate, accompanied by the confused sound of
hysterical voices shouting slogans. The cacophony told
me that the time of waiting was over and that I must
face the threat of the Red Guards and the destruction of
my home. . . .
Outside, the sound of voices became louder. ‘‘Open the
gate! Open the gate! Are you all dead? Why don’t you
open the gate?’’ Someone was swearing and kicking the
wooden gate. The horn of the truck was blasting too. . . .
I stood up to put the book on the shelf. A copy of the
Constitution of the People’s Republic caught my eye.
Taking it in my hand and picking up the bunch of keys
I had ready on my desk, I went downstairs.
At the same moment, the Red Guards pushed open
the front door and entered the house. There were thirty
or forty senior high school students, aged between fifteen and twenty, led by two men and one woman much
older.
The leading Red Guard, a gangling youth with angry
eyes, stepped forward and said to me, ‘‘We are the Red
Guards. We have come to take revolutionary action
against you!’’
Though I knew it was futile, I held up the copy of
the Constitution, and said calmly, ‘‘It’s against the

President Richard Nixon, however, opened a new door
in American relations when he visited China and met with
Mao Zedong in 1972. Despite Nixon’s reputation as a devout anti-Communist, the visit was a success as the two
leaders agreed to put aside their most bitter differences in
an effort to reduce tensions in Asia. During the 1970s,
Chinese-American relations continued to improve. In 1979,
diplomatic ties were established between the two countries,
and by the end of the 1970s, China and the United States
had forged a ‘‘strategic relationship’’ in which they would
cooperate against the threat of Soviet intervention in Asia.

The Practice of Détente
By the 1970s, American-Soviet relations had entered a
new phase known as détente, marked by a reduction of
936

Constitution of the People’s Republic of China to enter a
private house without a search warrant.’’
The young man snatched the document out of my
hand and threw it on the floor. With his eyes blazing,
he said, ‘‘The Constitution is abolished. It was a document written by the Revisionists within the Communist
Party. We recognize only the teachings of our Great
Leader Chairman Mao.’’ . . .
Another young man used a stick to smash the mirror
hanging over the blackwood chest facing the front door.
Mounting the stairs, I was astonished to see several
Red Guards taking pieces of my porcelain collection out
of their padded boxes. One young man had arranged a
set of four Kangxi wine cups in a row on the floor and
was stepping on them. I was just in time to hear the
crunch of delicate porcelain under the sole of his shoe.
The sound pierced my heart. Impulsively I leapt forward
and caught his leg just as he raised his foot to crush the
next cup. He toppled. We fell in a heap together. . . .
The other Red Guards dropped what they were doing
and gathered around us, shouting at me angrily for interfering in their revolutionary activities.
The young man whose revolutionary work of destruction I had interrupted said angrily, ‘‘You shut up! These
things belong to the old culture. They are useless toys of
the feudal emperors and the modern capitalist class and
have no significance to us, the proletarian class. They
cannot be compared to the cameras and binoculars,
which are useful for our struggle in time of war. Our
Great Leader Chairman Mao taught us, ‘If we destroy,
we cannot establish.’ The old culture must be destroyed
to make way for the new socialist culture.’’

Q

What were the tactics of the Red Guards? To what
degree did they succeed in remaking the character
of the Chinese people?

tensions between the two superpowers. An appropriate
symbol of détente was the Antiballistic Missile Treaty,
signed in 1972, in which the two nations agreed to limit
their systems for launching antiballistic missiles (ABMs).
The U.S. objective in pursuing the treaty was to make it
unlikely that either superpower could win a nuclear exchange by launching a preemptive strike against the
other. U.S. officials believed that a policy of ‘‘equivalence,’’ in which there was a roughly equal power balance
on each side, was the best way to avoid a nuclear
confrontation.
In 1975, the Helsinki Accords provided yet another
example of reduced tensions between the superpowers.
Signed by the United States, Canada, and all European
nations, these accords recognized all borders that had
been established in Europe since the end of World War II,
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thereby acknowledging the Soviet sphere of influence in
Eastern Europe. The Helsinki Accords also committed the
signatory powers to recognize and protect the human
rights of their citizens.

The Limits of Détente
This protection of human rights became one of the major
foreign policy goals of the next American president, Jimmy
Carter. Although hopes ran high for the continuation of
détente, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, undertaken to restore a pro-Soviet regime, hardened relations
between the United States and the Soviet Union. President
Carter canceled American participation in the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow and placed an embargo on the
shipment of American grain to the Soviet Union.
The early administration of President Ronald Reagan
witnessed a return to the harsh rhetoric, if not all of the
harsh practices, of the Cold War. Calling the Soviet Union
an ‘‘evil empire,’’ Reagan began a military buildup that
stimulated a renewed arms race. In 1982, the Reagan
administration introduced the nuclear-tipped cruise missile, whose ability to fly at low altitudes made it difficult
to detect. President Reagan also became an ardent proponent of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), nicknamed ‘‘Star Wars.’’ Its purpose was to create a space
shield that could destroy incoming missiles.
By providing military support to the anti-Soviet insurgents in Afghanistan, the Reagan administration helped
maintain a Vietnam-like war in Afghanistan that would
embed the Soviet Union in its own quagmire. Like the
Second Vietnam War, the conflict in Afghanistan resulted
in heavy casualties and demonstrated that the influence of
a superpower was limited in the face of strong nationalist,
guerrilla-type opposition.

Society and Culture in the
Western World
F
Q
: What were the major social and
Q cultural
developments in the Western world
OCUS

UESTION

between 1965 and 1985?
Dramatic social and cultural developments accompanied
political and economic changes after 1965. Scientific and
technological achievements revolutionized people’s lives,
while at the same time environmental problems were
becoming increasingly apparent. Intellectually and culturally, the Western world after 1965 was notable for its
diversity and innovation. New directions led some observers to speak of a Postmodern cultural world.

The World of Science and Technology
Before World War II, theoretical science and technology
were largely separated. Pure science was the domain of

university professors who were far removed from the
practical technological concerns of technicians and engineers. But during World War II, university scientists
were recruited to work for their governments and develop
new weapons and practical instruments of war. In 1940,
British physicists played a crucial role in the development
of an improved radar system that helped defeat the German air force in the Battle of Britain. German scientists
created self-propelled rockets and jet airplanes to keep
Hitler’s hopes alive for a miraculous turnaround in
the war. The computer, too, was a wartime creation. The
British mathematician Alan Turing designed a primitive
computer to assist British intelligence in breaking the
secret codes of German ciphering machines. The most
famous product of wartime scientific research was the
atomic bomb, created by a team of American and European scientists under the guidance of the American
physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer. Obviously, most wartime devices were created for destructive purposes, but
merely to mention computers and jet airplanes demonstrates that they could easily be adapted for peacetime
uses.
The sponsorship of research by governments and the
military during World War II created a new scientific
model. Science had become very complex, and only large
organizations with teams of scientists, huge laboratories,
and complex equipment could undertake such large-scale
projects. Such facilities were so expensive that they could
only be provided by governments and large corporations.
There was no more stunning example of how the new
scientific establishment operated than the space race of
the 1960s. The announcement by the Soviets in 1957 that
they had sent the first space satellite, Sputnik, into orbit
around the earth caused the United States to launch a
gigantic project to land a manned spacecraft on the moon
within a decade. Massive government funds financed the
scientific research and technological advances that attained this goal in 1969, an achievement that was greeted
by some with great expectations for the future of humanity. One New York Times editorialist wrote:
It will take years, decades, perhaps centuries, for man to
colonize even the moon, but that is the end inherent in
Armstrong’s first step on extraterrestrial soil. Serious and
hard-headed scientists envision, even in the not remote future, lunar communities capable of growing into domed cities
subsisting on hydroponically grown food, of developing the
moon’s resources, and eventually of acquiring a breathable
atmosphere and a soil capable of being farmed. What with
the dire threats of population explosion at best and nuclear
explosion at worst, the human race, as Sir Bernard Lovell
warns, may find itself sometime in the 21st century ‘‘having
to consider how best to insure the survival of the species.’’4
THE COMPUTER The alliance of science and technology
has led to an accelerated rate of change that has become
a fact of life in Western society. One product of this
alliance—the computer—may be the most revolutionary of
all the technological inventions of the twentieth century.

Society and Culture in the Western World
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assumption of this alliance—that scientific
knowledge gave human beings the ability to
manipulate the environment for their benefit.
They maintained that some technological advances had far-reaching side effects damaging
to the environment. For example, the chemical
fertilizers that were touted for producing larger
crops wreaked havoc with the ecological balance
of streams, rivers, and woodlands. Small Is
Beautiful, written by the British economist E. F.
Schumacher (1911–1977), was a fundamental
critique of the dangers of the new science and
technology (see the box on p. 939). The proliferation of fouled beaches and dying forests and
lakes made environmentalism one of the important issues of the late twentieth century.
On the Moon. The first landing on the moon in 1969 was one of the great
technological achievements of the twentieth century. This photograph shows
astronaut James Irwin shortly after he raised the American flag during a
moonwalk in 1971. The lunar module and lunar rover are also visible in the
picture.

Early computers, which required thousands of vacuum
tubes to function, were large and took up considerable
space. An important figure in the development of the early
computer was Grace Hopper (1906–1992), a career Navy
officer. Hopper was instrumental in inventing COBOL, a
computer language that enabled computers to respond to
words as well as numbers.
The development of the transistor and then the silicon
chip produced a revolutionary new approach to computers. In 1971, the invention of the microprocessor, a
machine that combines the equivalent of thousands of
transistors on a single, tiny silicon chip, opened the road
for the development of the personal computer.
NEW CONCEPTION OF THE UNIVERSE After World War II,
a number of physicists continued to explore the implications of Einstein’s revolution in physics and raised
fundamental questions about the nature of reality. To
some physicists, quantum and relativity theory described
the universe as a complicated web of relations in which
there were no isolated building blocks. Thus, the universe
was not a ‘‘collection of physical objects’’ but a complicated web of relations between ‘‘various parts of a unified
whole.’’ Moreover, this web of relations that is the universe also included the human observer. Human beings
could not be objective observers of objects detached from
themselves because the very act of observation made them
participants in the process. These speculations implied
that the old Newtonian conception of the universe as a
machine was an outdated tool for understanding the nature of the universe.

Despite the
marvels that were produced by the alliance of science and
technology, some people came to question the underlying

DANGERS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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The Environment and
the Green Movements

By the 1970s, serious ecological problems had
become all too apparent. Air pollution, produced
by nitrogen oxide and sulfur dioxide emissions
from motor vehicles, power plants, and industrial factories, was causing respiratory illnesses and having corrosive
effects on buildings and monuments. Many rivers, lakes,
and seas had become so polluted that they posed serious
health risks. Dying forests and disappearing wildlife
alarmed more and more people. A nuclear power disaster
at Chernobyl in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic in
1986 made Europeans even more aware of potential environmental hazards. The opening of Eastern Europe after
the revolutions of 1989 (see Chapter 30) brought to the
world’s attention the incredible environmental destruction of that region caused by unfettered industrial pollution. Environmental concerns forced the major political
parties in Europe to advocate new regulations for the
protection of the environment.
Growing ecological awareness also gave rise to the Green
movements and Green parties that emerged throughout
Europe in the 1970s. The origins of these movements were
by no means uniform. Some came from the antinuclear
movement; others arose out of such causes as women’s
liberation and concerns for foreign workers. Most started
at the local level and then gradually expanded to include
activities at the national level, where they became formally
organized as political parties. Green parties competed
successfully in Sweden, Austria, and Switzerland. Most
visible was the Green Party in Germany, which was officially organized in 1979 and by 1987 had elected forty-two
delegates to the West German parliament.
Although the Green movements and parties have
played an important role in making people aware of
ecological problems, they have not replaced the traditional political parties, as some political analysts in the
mid-1980s forecast. For one thing, the coalitions that
made up the Greens found it difficult to agree on all
issues and tended to splinter into different cliques.
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The Limits of Modern Technology
Although science and technology have produced an
amazing array of achievements in the postwar world,
some voices have been raised in criticism of their sometimes destructive aspects. In 1975, in his book Small Is
Beautiful, the British economist E. F. Schumacher examined
the effects modern industrial technology has had on the
earth’s resources.

E. F. Schumacher, Small Is Beautiful
Is it not evident that our current methods of production
are already eating into the very substance of industrial
man? To many people this is not at all evident. Now
that we have solved the problem of production, they
say, have we ever had it so good? Are we not better fed,
better clothed, and better housed than ever before—and
better educated? Of course we are: most, but by no
means all, of us: in the rich countries. But this is not
what I mean by ‘‘substance.’’ The substance of man cannot be measured by Gross National Product. Perhaps it
cannot be measured at all, except for certain symptoms
of loss. However, this is not the place to go into the statistics of these symptoms, such as crime, drug addiction,
vandalism, mental breakdown, rebellion, and so forth.
Statistics never prove anything.
I started by saying that one of the most fateful errors
of our age is the belief that the problem of production
has been solved. This illusion, I suggested, is mainly due
to our inability to recognize that the modern industrial
system, with all its intellectual sophistication, consumes
the very basis on which it has been erected. To use the
language of the economist, it lives on irreplaceable

Moreover, traditional political parties co-opted the environmental issues of the Greens. More and more European
governments began to sponsor projects to safeguard
the environment and clean up the worst sources of
pollution.

Postmodern Thought
The term Postmodern covers a variety of artistic and intellectual styles and ways of thinking that have been prominent
since the 1970s. In the broadest sense, Postmodernism
rejects the modern Western belief in an objective truth and
instead focuses on the relative nature of reality and knowledge. Human knowledge is defined by a number of factors
that must be constantly revised and tested by human
experiences.
While existentialism wrestled with notions of meaning and existence, a group of French philosophers in
the 1960s attempted to understand how meaning and
knowledge operate through the study of language and

capital which it cheerfully treats as income. I specified
three categories of such capital: fossil fuels, the tolerance margins of nature, and the human substance. Even
if some readers should refuse to accept all three parts of
my argument, I suggest that any one of them suffices to
make my case.
And what is my case? Simply that our most important
task is to get off our present collision course. And who
is there to tackle such a task? I think every one of
us. . . . To talk about the future is useful only if it leads
to action now. And what can we do now, while we are
still in the position of ‘‘never having had it so good’’?
To say the least . . . we must thoroughly understand the
problem and begin to see the possibility of evolving a
new life-style, with new methods of production and new
patterns of consumption: a life-style designed for permanence. To give only three preliminary examples: in agriculture and horticulture, we can interest ourselves in the
perfection of production methods which are biologically
sound, build up soil fertility, and produce health, beauty
and permanence. Productivity will then look after itself.
In industry, we can interest ourselves in the evolution
of small-scale technology, relatively nonviolent technology, ‘‘technology with a human face,’’ so that people
have a chance to enjoy themselves while they are working, instead of working solely for their pay packet and
hoping, usually forlornly, for enjoyment solely during
their leisure time.

Q

What was Schumacher’s critique of modern technology? To what extent has this critique been substantiated by developments since 1975?

signs. In the early twentieth century, the Swiss language
scholar Ferdinand de Saussure (fayr-di-nawh duh SOHSOOR) (1857–1913) gave birth to structuralism by asserting that the very nature of signs is arbitrary and that
language is a human construct. And though the external
world has existed for ages, de Saussure believed that humans possessed no capacity for knowledge until language
was devised. Language employs signs to denote meaning
and, according to de Saussure, possesses two components:
the signifier, the expression of a concept, and the signified,
its meaning. For de Saussure, meaning seeks expression in
language, although the reliance on language for knowledge suggested that such meaning is learned rather than
preexisting.
Jacques Derrida (ZHAHK DEH-ree-duh) (1930–2004)
drew on the ideas of de Saussure to demonstrate how
dependent Western culture is on binary oppositions. In
Western thought, one set of oppositions is generally favored over the other (in the case of de Saussure, speech
was favored over writing), but Derrida showed that the
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be defined and practiced. As such, power ultimately requires resistance for it to exist; otherwise, it loses all
meaning.

Trends in Art, Literature, and Music
Beginning in the 1960s and continuing well into the
1980s, styles emerged that some have referred to as
‘‘Postmodern.’’ Postmodernism tends to move away from
the futurism or ‘‘cutting-edge’’ qualities of Modernism.
Instead it favors ‘‘tradition,’’ whether that means using
earlier styles of painting or elevating traditional crafts to
the level of fine art. Weavers, potters, glassmakers,
metalsmiths, and furniture makers have gained respect as
artists. Postmodern artists and architects frequently blur
the distinction between the arts, creating works that include elements of film, performance, popular culture,
sculpture, and architecture.
In the 1960s and 1970s, artists often rejected the
notion of object-based artworks. Instead, performances
and installations that were either too fleeting or too large
to appear in the traditional context of a museum were
produced. Allen Kaprow (1927–2006) suggested that
‘‘happenings,’’ works of art rooted in performance, grew
out of Jackson Pollock’s process of action painting. Rather
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privileged depends on the inferior. Rather than reversing the opposition and claiming that writing surpasses
speech, for example, Derrida showed that spelling often
altered pronunciation. This indebtedness to written
language demonstrates that oral speech is not superior.
Poststructuralism, or deconstruction, which Derrida
formulated, believes that culture is created and can
therefore be analyzed in a variety of ways, according to
the manner in which people create their own meaning.
Hence, there is no fixed truth or universal meaning.
Michel Foucault (mih-SHELL foo-KOH) (1926–1984)
likewise drew upon de Saussure and Derrida to explore
relationships of power. Believing that ‘‘power is exercised,
rather than possessed,’’ Foucault argued that the diffusion
of power and oppression marks all relationships. For example, any act of teaching entails components of assertion
and submission, as the student adopts the ideas of the one
in power. Therefore, all norms are culturally produced and
entail some degree of power struggle. In establishing laws
of conduct, society not only creates ideal behavior from
those who conform, but it also invents a subclass of individuals who do not conform. In The History of Sexuality,
Foucault suggested that homosexuality was produced by
cultures attempting to define and limit homosexual acts.
Yet in seeking to control and delineate homosexuality,
those in power established the grounds on which it could

Robert Smithson, Spiral Jetty. Built on an abandoned industrial site, Spiral Jetty disappears
and reappears according to the rise and fall of the Great Salt Lake’s water level. As seen in this
2002 photograph, the surface has become encrusted in salt as drought has lowered the lake
level. Robert Smithson filmed the construction of Spiral Jetty, carefully noting the various
geological formations included in his creation. Earthworks like Spiral Jetty increased in number as
the welfare of the world’s ecosystems became a growing concern in the 1960s and 1970s.
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than producing abstract paintings, however, Kaprow created events that were not scripted but chance occurrences.
These ‘‘happenings’’ often included audience participation.
Kaprow’s emphasis on the relationship of art to its surroundings was continued in the ‘‘land art’’ of the early
1970s. In one such example, Spiral Jetty (1970), Robert
Smithson (1938–1973) used a bulldozer to move more
than 6,000 tons of earth into a 1,500-foot-long corkscrew
in Utah’s Great Salt Lake. Responding to the founding of
the Environmental Protection Agency as well as to the
cycles of nature, Smithson’s artwork resembled a sciencefiction wasteland while challenging notions of traditional
fine art.
Postmodernism’s eclectic mixing of past tradition with
Modernist innovation became increasingly evident in architecture. Robert Venturi (b. 1925) argued that architects
should look as much to the commercial strips of Las Vegas
as to the historical styles of the past for inspiration.
Venturi advocated an architecture of ‘‘complexity and
contradiction’’ as appropriate for the diversity of experiences offered by contemporary life. One example is provided by Charles Moore (1929–1993). His Piazza d’Italia
(1976–1980) in New Orleans is an outdoor plaza that
combines Roman columns with stainless steel and neon
lights. This blending of modern-day materials with historical reference distinguished the Postmodern architecture of the late 1970s and 1980s from the Modernist
glass box.
Another Postmodern response to Modernism can be
seen in a return to Realism in the arts, a movement called
Photorealism. Some Photorealists paint or sculpt with
such minute attention to detail that their paintings appear to be photographs and their sculptures living human

beings. Their subjects are often ordinary individuals, stuck
in ordinary lives, demonstrating the Postmodern emphasis on low culture and the commonplace rather than the
ambitious nature of high art. These works were often
pessimistic or cynical.
Postmodernism was also evident in literature. In the Western world, the best examples were found
in Latin America, in a literary style called ‘‘magic realism,’’
and in central and Eastern Europe. Magic realism combined realistic events with dreamlike or fantastic backgrounds. One of the finest examples of magic realism can
be found in the novel One Hundred Years of Solitude, by
Gabriel Garcıa Marquez (mar-KEZ) (b. 1928), who won the
Nobel Prize for Literature in 1982. The novel is the story
of the fictional town of Macondo as seen by several generations of the Buendias, its founding family. The author
slips back and forth between fact and fantasy. Villagers
are not surprised when a local priest rises into the air and
floats. Yet, when wandering Gypsies introduce these villagers to magnets, telescopes, and magnifying glasses, the
villagers are dumbfounded by what they see as magic.
According to the author, fantasy and fact depend on one’s
point of view.
The European center of Postmodernism is well represented by the work of the Czech writer Milan Kundera
(MEE-lahn koon-DAYR-uh) (b. 1929). Like the magic realists of Latin America, Kundera also blended fantasy with
realism. Unlike the magic realists, Kundera used fantasy to
examine moral issues and remained optimistic about the
human condition. Indeed, in his novel, The Unbearable
Lightness of Being (1984), Kundera does not despair because
of the political repression in his native Czechoslovakia that
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Charles Moore, Piazza
d’Italia. Dedicated to the
Italian communities of New
Orleans, Piazza d’Italia
includes a schematic map of
Italy on its pavement. The
architect, Charles Moore,
combined elements from
Italy’s rich cultural past, such
as Roman columns and
Renaissance Baroque
colonnades, with modern
materials like neon lighting
and stainless steel to create
an eclectic Postmodern plaza.
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he so aptly describes but allows his characters to use love as
a way to a better life. The human spirit can be lessened but
not destroyed.
Like modern art, modern music has focused on
variety and radical experimentation. Also like modern art,
modern classical music witnessed a continuation of prewar developments. Some composers, the neoclassicists,
remained closely tied to nineteenth-century Romantic
music, although they occasionally incorporated some
twentieth-century developments, such as atonality and
dissonance. Their style was strongly reminiscent of Stravinsky (see Chapter 24).
The major musical trend since the war, however, has
been serialism. Inspired mostly by the twelve-tone music
of Sch€
onberg (see Chapter 26), serialism is a compositional procedure in which an order of succession is set for
specific values: pitch (for tones of the tempered scale),
loudness (for dynamic levels), and units of time (for
rhythm). By predetermining the order of succession,
the composer restricts his or her intuitive freedom as the
work to some extent creates itself. Nevertheless, the
mechanism the composer initially establishes could generate unanticipated musical events, thereby creating new
and exciting compositions. Serialist composition diminishes the role of intuition and emotion in favor of intellect
and mathematical precision. The first recognized serialist
was the Frenchman Olivier Messiaen (oh-lee-VYAY mehSYANH) (1908–1992). Significantly, Messiaen was influenced by, among other things, Indian and Greek music,
plainchant, folk music, and birdsongs. Most critics have
respected serialism, although the public has been largely
indifferent, if not hostile, to it.
An offshoot of serialism that has won popular support,
but not the same critical favor, is minimalism. Like serialism, this style uses repeated patterns and series and
steady pulsation with gradual changes occurring over
time. But whereas serialism is often atonal, minimalism is
usually tonal and more harmonic. Perhaps the most successful minimalist composer is Philip Glass (b. 1937), who
demonstrated in Einstein on the Beach that minimalist
music could be adapted to full-scale opera. Like other
modern American composers, Glass found no contradiction in moving between the worlds of classical music and
popular music. His Koyaanisqatsi (koh-YAH-niss-kaht-si)
was used as background music to a documentary film on
the disintegrative forces in Western society.

MUSIC

Popular Culture:
Image and Globalization
The period from 1967 to 1973 was probably the true
golden age of rock. During this brief period, much experimentation in rock music took place, as it did in society in general. Straightfoward rock-and-roll competed
with a new hybrid blues rock, created in part by British
performers such as the Rolling Stones, who were in
turn inspired by African American blues artists. Many
942

musicians also experimented with non-Western musical
sounds, such as Indian sitars. Some of the popular music
of the 1960s also focused on social issues. It was against
the Vietnam War and materialism and promoted ‘‘peace
and love’’ as alternatives to the prevailing ‘‘establishment’’ culture.
The same migration of a musical form from the United
States to Britain and back to the United States that
characterized the golden age of rock also occurred when
the early punk movement in New York spread to Britain
in the mid-1970s after failing to make an immediate impact in the United States. The more influential British
punk movement of 1976–1979 was also fueled by an
economic crisis that had resulted in large numbers of
unemployed and undereducated young people. Punk was
not simply a proletarian movement, however. Many of its
supporters, performers, and promoters were British art
school graduates who applied avant-garde experimentation to the movement. Punk rockers such as Britain’s Sex
Pistols rejected most social conventions and preached
anarchy and rebellion. They often wore tattered clothes
and pins in their cheeks, symbolizing their rejection of a
materialistic and degenerate culture. Pure punk was shortlived, partly because its intense energy quickly burned out
(as did many of its performers) and partly because, as expunk Mick Hucknall said, ‘‘the biggest mistake of the
punks was that they rejected music.’’ Offshoots of punk
proliferated through the 1980s, however, especially in
Eastern Europe, with groups named Crisis, Sewage, and
Dead Organism.
The introduction of the video music channel MTV in
the early 1980s radically changed the music scene by
making image as important as sound in selling records.
Artists like Michael Jackson became superstars by treating
the music video as an art form. Jackson’s videos often
were short films with elaborate staging and special effects
set to music. Technological advances became prevalent in
the music of the 1980s with the advent of the synthesizer,
an electronic piano that produced computerized sounds.
Some performers replaced ensembles of guitar, bass, and
drums with synthesizers, creating a futuristic and manufactured sound.
Paralleling the rise of the music video was the emergence of rap or hip-hop. Developed in New York City in
the late 1970s and early 1980s, rap combined rhymed
lyrics with disco beats and turntable manipulations. One
scholar noted that hip-hop ‘‘also encompassed break
dancing, graffiti art, and new styles of language and
fashion.’’ Early rap groups like Public Enemy and Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five instilled social commentaries into their songs, using the popularity of hip-hop
to raise awareness about social conditions in American
cities (see the box on p. 943).
THE GROWTH OF MASS SPORTS Sports became a major
product of both popular culture and the leisure industry.
The development of satellite television and various
electronic breakthroughs helped make sports a global
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phenomenon. The Olympic Games could now be broadcast
around the globe from anywhere in the world. Sports were
a cheap form of entertainment since fans did not have to
leave their homes to enjoy athletic competitions. In fact,
some sports organizations initially resisted television,
fearing that it would hurt ticket sales. Soon, however, the
tremendous revenues possible from television contracts
overcame this hesitation. As sports television revenue
escalated, many sports came to receive the bulk of their
yearly revenue from television contracts. The Olympics,
for example, are now funded primarily by American television. These contracts are paid for by advertising sponsors, mostly for products to be consumed while watching
the sport: beer, soda, and snack foods.
Sports became big politics as well as big business.
Football (soccer) remained the dominant world sport and
more than ever became a vehicle for nationalist sentiment
and expression. The World Cup is the most watched event
on television. Although the sport can be a positive outlet
for national and local pride, all too often it has been
marred by violence as nationalistic energies have overcome rational behavior.
The most telling example of the potent mix of politics
and sport continued to be the Olympic Games. When the
Soviets entered Olympic competition in 1952, the Olympics began to take on Cold War implications and became

known as the ‘‘war without weapons.’’ The Soviets saw the
Olympics as a way to stimulate nationalist spirit, as well as
to promote the Communist system as the best path for
social progress. The Soviets led the Olympics in terms of
total medals won between 1956 and 1988. The nature of
the Olympics, with their daily medal count by nation and
elaborate ceremonies and rituals such as the playing of the
national anthem of the winning athletes and the parade
of nations, virtually ensured the politicization of the
games originally intended to foster international cooperation through friendly competition.
The political nature of the games found expression in
other ways as well. In 1956, six nations withdrew from the
games to protest the Soviet crushing of the Hungarian
uprising. In 1972, twenty-seven African nations threatened to pull out of the Munich Olympics because of
apartheid in South Africa. Also at the Munich Games, the
Palestinian terrorist group Black September seized eleven
Israeli athletes as hostages, all of whom died in a confrontation at an airport. The United States led a boycott of
the 1980 Moscow Games to protest the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, and the Soviets responded by boycotting the
Los Angeles Games in 1984.
As sports assumed a prominent position in the social
life of the world, the pressures and rewards to not just
compete but win intensified. Fueled by advertising
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endorsements, the scientific study of sport led to aerodynamic helmets for cyclists, skintight bodysuits for skiers
and swimmers, and improved nutritional practices in all
sports. Such technological advances, however, also increased the manner in which athletes might break the
rules. From steroids to blood doping, some have used
medical supplements to illegally enhance their conditioning. Mandatory drug testing for athletes competing in
many events including the Olympics, Tour de France, and
World Cup attempts to level the playing field and avoid
repercussions such as occurred when reports of steroid
abuse prompted a governmental investigation of Major
League Baseball.
CULTURE : INCREASINGLY GLOBAL Media
critic and theorist Marshall McLuhan (1911–1980) predicted in the 1960s that advances in mass communications technology, such as satellites and electronics, would
eventually lead to a shrinking of the world, a lessening of

POPULAR

cultural distinctions, and a breaking down of cultural
barriers, all of which would in time transform the world
into a single ‘‘global village.’’ McLuhan was optimistic
about these developments, and his ideas became quite
popular at the time. Many critics have since argued that
McLuhan was too utopian about the benefits of technological progress and maintain that the mass media created
by these technological breakthroughs are still controlled
by a small number of multinational corporations that
‘‘colonize the rest of the world, sometimes benignly,
sometimes not.’’ They argue that this has allowed Western
popular culture to disrupt the traditional cultures of less
developed countries and inculcate new patterns of behavior as well as new desires and new dissatisfactions.
Cultural contacts, however, often move in two directions.
While the world has been ‘‘Americanized’’ to a great extent, formerly unfamiliar ways of life and styles of music
have also come into the world of the West (see
Chapter 30).

CHAPTER SUMMARY
The late 1960s experienced a rash of protest movements. A
revolt in sexual mores was the result of the so-called sexual
revolution of the 1960s, which was encouraged by the
birth control pill as well as sexually explicit movies, plays,
and books. A growing youth movement in the 1960s
questioned authority and fostered rebellion against the older
generation. Numerous groups of
students and radicals protested
the war in Vietnam and unsatisfactory university conditions.
Women actively sought equality
of rights with men. The women’s movement gained momentum in the 1970s and
1980s, but the student upheavals were not a ‘‘turning
point in the history of postwar Europe,’’ as some people
thought at the time, especially in 1968, when the student
protest movement reached its height. In the 1970s and
1980s, student rebels became middle-class professionals,
and revolutionary politics remained mostly a memory.
In the 1970s, the Cold War took a new direction
known as détente as the Soviet Union and the United
States moved, if ever fitfully, toward a lessening of tensions. With the Antiballistic Missile Treaty in 1972, the
United States and the Soviet Union believed that they had
reached a balance, or ‘‘equivalence,’’ that would assure
peace. The early 1980s, however, saw renewed tensions
between the superpowers. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 and the introduction of the cruise
missile and ‘‘Star Wars’’ by the American president
Ronald Reagan brought a decline in détente. But as we
shall see in the next chapter, a dramatic shift in Soviet
944

leadership would soon bring an unexpected end to the
Cold War.
Between 1965 and 1985, the Western world remained
divided between a prosperous capitalistic and democratic
West and a stagnant, politically repressed Eastern Europe. After two decades of incredible economic growth,
Western European states experienced severe economic recessions
in 1973–1974 and 1979–1983,
although their economies largely
recovered in the course of the
1980s. In Eastern Europe, Soviet
leaders continued to exercise
control over their satellite states
while recognizing the need to provide some leeway
in adopting domestic policies appropriate to local
conditions.
Dramatic social and cultural developments accompanied political and economic changes after 1965. Scientific
and technological developments, especially the rapid advance of the personal computer, began to revolutionize
people’s lives, while ecological
problems became increasingly
apparent and led to the Green
movements and Green parties
that emerged throughout Europe in the 1970s. Intellectually and culturally, the Western world after 1965 was
notable for its diversity and innovation. New directions
led some observers to speak of a Postmodern world in
both literature and the arts.
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AP* Review Questions foR ChAPteR 29
1. During the presidency of Ronald Reagan,
(A) relations between the United States and Iran
became less contentious.
(B) the United States declined in world leadership as
the European Union emerged.
(C) the nuclear arms race was renewed as Cold War
tensions increased.
(D) the United States and Great Britain experienced
a fundamental ideological separation, as the two
countries were unable to agree on international policy.
(E) fighting in Afghanistan resulted in a victory for the
Soviet Union and a defeat for American forces.
2. All of the following were causes for student revolts in
France EXCEPT
(A) the educational system had deteriorated and could
no longer meet the needs of the growing student
population.
(B) growing opposition to warfare in places like Vietnam.
(C) there was a widespread feeling of disillusionment
as many felt that ordered society—and possibly the
world—would cease to exist.
(D) the rise of a materialist, consumer society in
France, driven by capitalist desires.
(E) the involvement of France in Western alliances
such as NATO.
3. The Brezhnev Doctrine
(A) allowed Western European nations to provide
economic relief and military support to those
behind the Iron Curtain.
(B) provided a rationale for the Soviet Union to invade
regions in the Middle East.
(C) caused greater tension by suggesting that the Soviet
Union held carte blanche over Eastern Europe.
(D) stated that the Soviet Union and the United States
would begin to decrease their stockpiles of nuclear
warheads.
(E) opened trade and peace negotiations between the
Soviet Union and Communist China.

5. Which of the following best describes European popular
culture in the late twentieth century?
(A) There were new experiments in rock music, and
artistic images and attitudes had greater influence
on society.
(B) The wide variety of artistic venues meant that few
iconic artists with mass appeal emerged.
(C) Music was largely limited to traditional pop rock,
leading to shared experiences across the Continent.
(D) Sports and entertainment withered as the
economic crisis forced many to give up such
luxuries.
(E) Popular media such as radio and newspapers had a
large influence on the masses.
6. In regard to the Cold War, détente provided
(A) a time of increased tensions as it spurred
militarization and globalization.
(B) a decade of relaxed tension between the Republic of
China and the Soviet Union.
(C) a period of relaxation in which democratic and
Communist powers worked to reduce nuclear
arms.
(D) an opportunity for the United States to seize Soviet
territories in the Middle East.
(E) a means by which other Western powers could
participate in the nuclear arms race.
7. Within Poland, leaders such as Lech Walesa
(A) forged a political alliance between Poland and
Yugoslavia in order to subvert the Soviet Union.
(B) organized a movement that would bolster the
stability of the Communist Party.
(C) took advantage of a political vacuum created by the
lack of Communist Party leadership.
(D) organized Solidarity, a grassroots labor movement
dedicated to ending oppressive Communist rule.
(E) seized power over the Communist Party in order to
increase Poland’s standing with the Soviet Union.

4. In the 1980s, the Soviet Union experienced
(A) political chaos as no strong single party or leader
emerged.
(B) economic resurgence as military production
powered a flourishing economy.
(C) declining morale and an economic slump as the
costs of being a superpower began to weigh heavily
on the country.
(D) a cultural revolution in which Soviet artists and
writers were celebrated throughout the world.
(E) a continued era of prosperity and power as the
Soviet Union increased its holdings through a
number of successful invasions in the Middle East.

8. The process of decolonization
(A) was largely peaceful as European powers
transferred power to their colonies.
(B) was instituted to increase European dominance
over Asia.
(C) often contributed to an increase in conflict as Cold
War tensions played out in newly independent
lands.
(D) allowed the United States to become less involved
in world affairs.
(E) led to détente and a reduction in nuclear arms.
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9. The Prague Spring of 1968 and the Hungarian uprising
of 1956
(A) led to further intervention by the Soviet Union in
Eastern Bloc countries.
(B) won greater political and intellectual freedoms that
continued throughout the 1960s and 1970s.
(C) expanded the greater social freedoms set forth in
samizdat publications.
(D) were anticipated and spurred on by dissidents within
the Soviet Union who hoped to usurp Soviet power.
(E) witnessed mass executions of thousands within
both countries as Khrushchev reasserted Soviet
authority.
10. In the decades following World War II, women
experienced
(A) the destruction of the glass ceiling as equal pay for
equal work was finally realized.
(B) legal repression as government agencies advocated
that the number of women in the workforce be
reduced.
(C) a sexual revolution and increased involvement in
politics.
(D) widespread social pressure to remain out of the
workforce after marriage.
(E) political gender equality including the institution
of mandatory military service for both sexes.
11. Which of the following best describes the changes to
European family life by the 1980s?
(A) Most children attended and graduated from both
secondary and postsecondary schools.
(B) Many families were single-parent families, and
family size dramatically declined.
(C) Large families became the new norm as women
were encouraged to stay at home to care for
children.
(D) Young adults living in cities married quickly and
started families.
(E) Consumerism and materialism lost their influence
over the career decisions of many young adults.

12. Margaret Thatcher, known as the “Iron Lady,” engaged
in all of the following EXCEPT
(A) the privatization of such national industries as the
airlines.
(B) a reduction in the power of labor unions.
(C) an attempt to reduce inflation.
(D) an increase in resources for the British educational
system.
(E) a hard-line approach to Communists and a military
buildup.
13. What was the primary rationale for the creation of the
European Union?
(A) to create new agricultural tariffs to promote the
buying of European crops
(B) to create an economic community that would link
European nations together and make war less
attractive to all those involved
(C) to combine the economies of Eastern and Western
Europe into a single unit
(D) to combine political and economic legislation
within Western Europe
(E) to continue a previous agreement that allowed
Great Britain and Germany to combine their
economic goals
14. Josip Broz Tito, dictator of Yugoslavia, accomplished all
of the following EXCEPT
(A) he formed political and economic alliances
between his country and the Soviet Union.
(B) he kept Yugoslavia Communist and yet separate
from the Warsaw Pact.
(C) he instituted a period of relative peace and
prosperity in Yugoslavia as the rest of Eastern
Europe suffered greatly.
(D) he forged political ties with Western European
nations like Great Britain.
(E) he formed a single, cohesive nation made up of
diverse ethnic minorities.
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